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S
ince taking the helm as Vice-Principal (Research and International 
Relations) in 2010, I have embraced every opportunity to facilitate 
partnerships with the full spectrum of organizations — non-profi ts, 
SMEs, governments at all levels, international bodies, other 

universities, and foundations, among others —  with the goal of connecting 
research to the people and groups that will benefi t from it.

In an eff ort to better engage industry and community partners in the 
work of the University, a practice that is well aligned with our strategic 
research goals, McGill evaluated its approaches and started to make 
concrete changes in the way we work with other organizations and groups.

The result? A creative, interdisciplinary, and truly innovative vision for 
McGill’s future as a research-intensive university has materialized, sup-
ported by three commitments:

  “Enable” researchers by providing them with the best planning, policies, 
and infrastructure possible;

  “Facilitate” the development and reinforcement of research excellence 
through our programs and

  “Connect” people and organizations by proactively engaging in pairing, 
matchmaking and relationship building.
I am particularly proud of the work we are doing together with École de 

technologie supérieure (ÉTS) and the launch of the Quartier de l’innovation 
in May 2013. The QI project brings people together — whether it’s to foster 
the emergence of new technologies, build better bike-racks, or identify 
sustainable and renewable sources of energy. 

The innovating fi rms now residing in this dynamic district in Montreal 
are creating opportunities for cultural change and knowledge-sharing 
between professors, students, artists, entrepreneurs and local residents 
in the district (see page 14 for coverage). 

The success stories emerging from the fi les of the McGill University 
Business Engagement Centre, which helps facilitate research partnerships 
between the University and industry partners of the highest calibre, are 
nothing short of exceptional. 

In the fi ght against melanoma, a deadly form of skin cancer caused by 
DNA damage, or in the urgent search for new therapies for the disease 
Multiple Sclerosis, researcher-industry partnerships are making a diff erence 
(see page 26 for coverage). 

And in 2013, McGill solidifi ed our position as second in Canada among 
research universities for research intensity — the most balanced fi nancial 
measurement for gauging our overall research funding success. 

McGill is committed to elevating our academic teaching, supporting our 
research excellence and rising to the challenge of a globalized world. 
We are convinced that by cultivating our new approach to partnership 
engagement and innovation across McGill, we will achieve our top goal 
both in research intensity and in impact. 

Within the pages of Headway’s Innovation issue you will learn about the 
initiatives and inventive ideas that are fostering connections among 
researchers, translating complex ideas into solutions for major challenges 
facing humanity and society.  

MESSAGE
DR. ROSIE

VICE-PRINCIPAL 
GOLDSTEIN

McGill’s tide-turning approach to research and innovation places a renewed focus 
on the cultural, entrepreneurial and social life of local and global communities.

 + INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
RESEARCH 
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A THREE-YEAR RESEARCH-CREATION PROJECT 

AT MCGILL CALLED “LES GESTES” HAS YIELDED 

A FUTURISTIC-LOOKING WAY OF THINKING 

ABOUT MUSIC. 

PhD students Ian Hattwick, Joseph Malloch 

and Marlon Schumacher are members of the 

Input Devices and Music Interaction Laboratory. 

Under the direction of Dean of the Schulich 

School of Music, Sean Ferguson, McGill professor 

Marcelo Wanderley and Isabelle Van Grimde of 

Van Grimde Corps Secrets, they designed a 

series of 3D-printed prosthetic instruments that 

attach to the head or the spine. 

The wearer plays the instrument simply by 

moving his or her body. 

“When you are manipulating something with 

your hands, as you would with a typical instru-

ment, there is resistance from the thing you 

are touching, pushing or squeezing,” Malloch 

explains. “That offers a much more nuanced kind 

of control than when you are just using your own 

sense of your body’s space.” 

Made up of laser cut and 3D-printed acrylic 

and polycarbonate pieces, some of the musical 

devices resemble prosthetics, such as those in the 

shape of vertebrae; others are visors worn on the 

dancers’ heads. These devices are illuminated 

with LEDs and equipped with sensors, so that 

sound is produced through gesture, movement 

and orientation.

The team took their creations on tour through-

out Quebec and Europe in March and April of 2013 

with a dance and music performance featuring  

choreography by Van Grimde for the devices and 

a musical score for  violin, cello and electronics 

by Schumacher and Ferguson.

Schumacher found the experience a natural 

extension of his work in music composition and 

technology. “From an artistic point of view, what 

I found really interesting was actually merging 

live acoustic sounds from a violin or cello with 

the dancers’ gestures to create a fusion of these 

two elements,” he says. “They were not parallel; 

rather, they were interacting and intertwined.”

This research was supported in part by a grant 

from the Fonds de recherche du Québec –  Societé 

et culture. For more information about the 

Montreal-based Van Grimde Corps Secrets, visit 

www.vangrimdecorpssecrets.com. 

Photo: Michael Slobodian

INSTRUMENTAL
EXPERIMENT//
HARMONIZING
ART AND TECHNOLOGY
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THE HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS 
�HIV� AFFECTS AN ESTIMATED 2.4 MILLION 
PEOPLE IN INDIA and the stigma and dis-
crimination o� en associated with HIV interferes 
with proper diagnosis and treatment.

Nitika Pant Pai, an assistant professor of 
medicine (clinical epidemiology), has developed 
an award-winning HIV screening strategy with 
an oral, over-the-counter self-test that detects 
the presence of HIV antibodies. This screening 
method also includes an interactive website and 
mobile phone app called HIVSmart, complete 
with instructional videos and resources for care 
and counselling.

Pant Pai designed the app to provide diagnos-
tic services to marginalized groups most aff ected 
with high rates of HIV infection. “Introducing self-
testing for HIV in many global communities is 
controversial and risky,” says Pant Pai. “[These 
groups] face access-to-care issues and need help 
in ways that other groups do not. We developed 
this innovation to respond to their needs.” 

For her work, Pant Pai received the 2013 
Accelerating Science Award, which recognizes 
Open Access research addressing real world 
challenges. She is also the recipient of a $100,000 
grant from Grand Challenges Canada, a program 

that rewards inventive ideas for transforming 
how disease is treated in the developing world. 

Madhukar Pai, Pant Pai’s husband and associ-
ate professor of epidemiology, also received a 
$100,000 grant from Grand Challenges Canada 
for a pilot project to assess the quality of tuber-
culosis (TB) care in India. The project will use 
researchers posing as TB patients to evaluate 
how well healthcare providers are able to off er 
accurate examination, diagnosis and drug treat-
ment follow-up. 

“India accounts for 25 percent of the global TB 
burden,” says Pai, who also serves as associate 
director of the McGill International TB Centre. 
“Poorly managed TB drives the epidemic and 
generates drug resistance. Improving the quality 
of TB care is a high priority to control the 
disease.”

Madhukar Pai’s project will subsequently be 
expanded to larger projects in two cities thanks 
to a $1-million grant from the Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation.

AH DOPAMINE, THAT FASCINATING NEURO�
TRANSMITTER linked to the brain’s reward 
pathways and implicated in everything from 
addiction to Parkinson’s disease. 

In a report published in the academic journal 
Appetite, researchers at the McGill-affiliated 
Douglas Mental Health University Institute say 
they are the fi rst to connect a specifi c dopamine-
suppressing gene with a predisposition to 
childhood obesity.

Michael J. Meaney, James McGill Professor in 
the departments of Psychiatry and Neurology and 
Neurosurgery, led a team of researchers who 
administered a snack test  —  consisting of foods 
ranging from eggs, apples and baked beans to 
Frosted Flakes, white bread and a chocolate chip 
muffi  n — to 150 four-year-old children. The chil-
dren’s mothers also filled out questionnaires 
addressing daily food intake and preferences.

Neurological studies suggest that our bodies’ 
levels of dopamine can aff ect eating behaviour, 
and research in obesity studies has shown that 
sweet and fatty foods can trigger a greater 
release of dopamine, inducing more signifi cant 
feelings of enjoyment and pleasure.

Meaney and his colleagues performed DNA 
analyses on the children to screen for the seven-
repeat allele (7R) of the dopamine-4 receptor 
gene (DRD4), which has been shown to decrease 
dopamine function and which has also been 
associated with increased eating behaviour and 
obesity, particularly in females.

The researchers found that girls who carry the 
7R allele ate more fat and protein, as well as less 
vegetables, nuts and whole wheat bread, than 
non-carriers, suggesting that the allele infl u-
ences food choices from an early age.

“Our research indicates that genetics and 
emotional well-being combine to drive con-
sumption of foods that promote obesity,” Meaney 
said. “The next step is to identify vulnerable 
children, as there may be ways for prevention 
and counselling in early obesity stages.”

IMPROVING ACCESS TO HEALTHCARE 
IN INDIA

COMFORT FOOD  
FOR THE BRAIN

research_highlights//
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research_highlights//

BIOLOGY PROFESSOR CATHERINE POTVIN 
IS A NEW BREED OF ACADEMIC: equal parts 
researcher and teacher, community activist, 
journalist, and even extreme adventurer.

In a recent video series that she fi lmed and 
produced with her students, Potvin speaks to the 
camera while in a dug-out canoe on a river in 
Panama, part of an 11-hour journey (three hours 
by car, fi ve by canoe and three by foot) to reach 
the forest where she conducts her research.

A renowned expert on climate change and 
tropical-forest ecology, Potvin received the Royal 
Society of Canada’s 2012 Miroslaw Romanowski 
Medal for her work relating to environmental prob-
lems and she is tireless in her eff orts to promote 
informed public discussion on these subjects. 

Her videos have become part of a Facebook 
page called McGill at Work with content that 
blends research and personal anecdote: one clip 
shows her and her students strolling under a 
blue California sky during a visit to the Carnegie 
Institute for Science at Stanford. The scene then 
cuts to a lab, where Potvin explores the applica-
tions of LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) 
remote sensing technology in performing carbon 
stock estimates.

Outreach and social engagement are key to 
Potvin’s work. 

In partnership with the Smithsonian Tropical 
Research Institute (STRI), she directs the Panama 
Field Study Semester, an intensive 15-week 
program designed to immerse a cohort of 26 
McGill students in the complexities of the Pan-
amanian ecosystem. 

In 2014, she is developing and leading the 
Sustainable Canada Initiative, a project involving 
more than 50 scholars across Canada and across 
research fi elds. With the 2015 UN Conference on 
Climate Change in mind, the initiative seeks to 
engage Canadians in discussions about actions 
they can take to reduce individual and societal 
ecological footprints. 

“People understand that fossil fuels are dan-
gerous, but they do not think that their actions 
alone can make a diff erence. They are waiting 
for the government to take the lead and that is 

not happening in Canada,” Potvin says. “Our goal 
is to reach decision makers and political parties 
from the local to the federal level, push forward 
eff orts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
promote a more sustainable future for Canada.”   

This work is supported by the Trottier Institute for 
Science and Public Policy. 

�   A scientifi c fi eld trip to Madugandi territory in 
eastern Panama led by Catherine Potvin and 
indigenous community leaders in May 2013 to 
verify a LiDAR carbon map made by the STRI 
and the Carnegie Airborne Observatory. Potvin 
is wearing body paint that the Emberá people 
make from the juice of the jagua fruit.

REACHING OUT 
FROM THE FIELD

MCGILL UNIVERSITY // HEADWAY 8.1 // SPRING 2014 04



BIG BRAIN,
SMALL DETAIL
MRI SCANS JUST GOT THE GOOGLE EARTH 
TREATMENT. BigBrain, the fi rst 3D microstruc-
tural model of the entire human brain, allows 
users to zoom into the brain to see various cells 
the way we zoom into satellite images and see 
houses on a street. The interface is free and 
publicly available to researchers worldwide at 
bigbrain.loris.ca. 

 “The BigBrain atlas offers nearly cellular 
resolution, that is detail close to the level of the 
cell, a capability that has not been previously 
available in 3D for the human brain,” says Alan 
Evans, professor at the Montreal Neurological 
Institute at McGill and the sole Canadian lead 
researcher on the project.

The brain is considered the most complex 
structure in the universe with 86 billion neurons.  
Big Brain is reconstructed from 7404 histological 
brain sections that were stained for cell bodies 
and then digitized. 

While present-day MRIs have a resolution of 
1 millimetre, the BigBrain’s resolution is 50 times 
fi ner  and provides a cellular-level view of the 
brain of 1,000 microns per millimetre.

The project’s implications are vast. BigBrain can 
be used to integrate and correlate a wide range of 
genetic, molecular, electrophysiological and 
pharmacological data. The atlas has the power to 
accelerate simulations of normal brain develop-
ment as well as degeneration caused by disease 
and advance clinical research, for example, by 
pinpointing specifi c types of nerve cells linked to 
intractable epilepsy.

Perhaps the most powerful aspect of the 
platform is its accessibility: open to any user who 
registers, the atlas off ers a fascinating way of 
looking at an organ that we know so intimately 
and yet, in many ways, we do not know at all.

This work was supported by Canada’s Advanced 
Research and Innovation Network, Compute 
Canada, Helmholtz Association Germany and the 
Human Brain Project.

research_highlights//

MOTHER NATURE HAS BEEN DESIGNING 
DURABLE MATERIALS A LOT LONGER THAN 
HUMANS HAVE. The results are impressive — 
and instructive. Using an approach to materials 
architecture found in nature, associate professor 
of mechanical engineering professor François 
Barthelat and his colleagues have produced glass 
that is 200 times tougher than the ordinary 
substance. 

Using a laser engraving technique, his team 
etched a complex pattern of microcracks on ordin-
ary glass slides. The resulting substance was far 
tougher than ordinary, untreated glass. This micro-
engraving technique has wide-reaching 
implications for strengthening not only glass but 
ceramics and other brittle substances.

The idea behind Barthelat’s process for 
strengthening glass comes straight from nature. 
Ironically, the strength of some biological struc-
tures — teeth or mollusk shells for example — is 
the result of something which should logically 
make them weaker — webs of microcracks found 

throughout the structures. These microcracks 
direct, defl ect and ultimately dissipate the forces 
they are subjected to, enabling teeth to chew 
without breaking and shells to protect their occu-
pants.  In eff ect, this internal architecture acts a 
bit like a three-dimensional jigsaw puzzle, whose 
pieces become more tightly locked together as 
they are compressed.

“Some highly mineralized bio-structures have 
a complex internal architecture which channels 
propagating cracks into configurations that 
actually makes the structure stronger,” explains 
Barthelat. “These bio-structures exhibit a degree 
of stiff ness, strength and toughness which even 
modern engineering materials cannot match. “

Making a material tougher by introducing 
weak interfaces may seem counterintuitive, but 
it appears to be a universal and powerful strategy 
in natural materials. “When it comes to designing 
tough, durable materials, we can learn a great 
deal from studying nature,” says Barthelat. 
– Chris Atack

IT’S A TOOTH! IT’S A SHELL! 
IT’S SUPERGLASS!
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AMBLYOPIA, COMMONLY CALLED LAZY EYE, 
DEVELOPS IN CHILDHOOD AND RESULTS IN 
THE DRIFTING OR MISALIGNMENT OF THE 
EYES. Treatment focuses on addressing the 
condition in children — whose brains are con-
sidered fl exible enough to create the new neural 
pathways necessary for re-alignment — and 
historically involved placing a patch over the 
strong eye. 

Robert Hess, who directs McGill’s Vision 
Research Unit, decided to take a diff erent approach 
to treatment. 

 Hess and his colleagues used head-mounted 
video goggles equipped with a binocular display 
of the classic video game Tetris: the weak eye 
could only see falling objects and the stronger 
eye could only see objects on the ground, forcing 
the two eyes to learn to work together.

Research subjects, all adults, showed visible 
improvement a� er just 40 hours of play, proving 
that adults with lazy eye do have a signifi cant 
degree of neuroplasticity (the ability of the brain 
to restructure itself) that can be stimulated 
through eye coordination.

“Once given a chance, the system very quickly 
re-establishes itself,” Hess says. “In a matter of 
weeks, the two eyes can get back to working 
together under normal viewing conditions.”

In April 2013, Hess published his results in the 
journal Current Biology and in October 2013, McGill 
and Amblyotech, a company based in Atlanta, 
announced a license agreement for the worldwide 
rights to Hess’s Tetris-based approach.

This research received funding from the Canadian 
Institutes of Health Research’s Proof of Principle 
program.

OPTICAL
ALIGNMENT

A CROSS BETWEEN TETRIS AND RUBIK’S 
CUBE, Phylo is an online puzzle game that con-
tributes to genetic research. 

The goal of Phylo is to line up a series of 
coloured rectangles that represent real DNA 
sequences. By suggesting the best ways to align 
them, players are helping finetune genetic 
algorithms and pinpoint anomalies linked to 
diseases including diabetes, breast cancer and 
retinoblastoma. 

Computer science professor Jérôme Waldispühl 
unveiled the original Phylo in 2011 and released 
the second version of the game in December 2012. 
Since that release, players have proposed more 
than 40,000 solutions to alignment sequence 

problems between December 2012 and April 
2013. As shown below, players hail from a range 
of countries and fi nd out about the game through 
various social media.

In October 2013, Waldispühl and his colleagues 
introduced players to Open-Phylo, a new spin on 
the game that allows scientists to enter DNA 
sequences into the system and then benefi t from 
the players’ eff orts to align these sequences.

This research was funded by Genome Canada, 
Genome Québec, the Canada Foundation for 
Innovation and the Canadian Institutes of Health 
Research.

PLAYERS’ TOP 10 COUNTRY LOCATIONS

NUMBER OF PUZZLES COMPLETED OVER TIME 

PLAYERS’ TOP FIVE SOCIAL REFERRALS

USA

41.6

FACEBOOK REDDIT

35.1

6,005 47,870

12.2

STUMBLEUPON

APRIL 2013DEC 2012

8.6

TWITTER WORDPRESS

8.6 7.1

13.1 9.3
5.7 5.1 3.5 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.3

CANADA UK GERMANY AUS. NLD. JAPAN ITALYFRANCE RUSSIA

%

%

GENETIC
ALIGNMENT

research_games//

SCREENSHOT OF PHYLO
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ANGRY WORDS
CONFLICT RESOLUTION GOES DIGITAL: In addition to being a full-time student at the Faculty 
of Law, Jonathan Elston is also an accredited mediator, tech whiz and entrepreneur. 

In December 2013, he launched an app and website called Mediate2Go.com. Building on Elston’s 
research on modes of alternate dispute resolution such as arbitration and mediation, the app 
off ers messaging and organizational tools for professional mediators but also has a free, self-serve 
component.

“We have apps that help us with so many diff erent aspects of our lives, but over time I’ve realized 
that there isn’t really an app to help people with their confl icts,” Elston says. “This app encourages 
refl ection, to help people try to resolve confl icts themselves.” 

CONFLICT...

WEAPONS

ESCALATION/
STALEMATE HAZARDS

...RESOLUTION

STRESS

TRUST

COLLABORATION

SELF-AWARENESS

CONFUSIONCOMPETITION

DISCORD

BLAME AND GOSSIP

AVOIDANCE

INSULT + INJURY

DOMINANCE

CONVERSATION / NEGOTIATION
APOLOGY / DIALOGUE / CONFRONTATION

INTERACTIONS

IDEAS

INTERDEPENDENCE

HOPE

HURT + FEAR

� Encrypted messaging so mediators 
 can communicate securely with clients. 
� Settlement agreements that can be 
 digitally signed and filed. 
� Client surveys 
� Case management for mediators and
 arbitrators to organize their practice 
 in the cloud
� Templates and questionnaires to:
 � Improve interpersonal communication
  and build sympathy 
 � Help lawyers understand their clients’
  needs and interests and to prepare 
  them for negotiation

THE MEDIATE2GO APP 
PROVIDES:

Managers spend up to 
48% of their week dealing
with workplace conflict. 

Conflicts between neighbours are 
so common that many cities have 
developed mediation programs to 
address neighbourhood issues.

Recognizing that you feel 
uncomfortable or tense is 
the first step to dealing 
with your conflict.

research_highlights//
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IN THE FIRST LARGE�SCALE REVIEW OF 400 
RESEARCH PAPERS about the neurochemistry 
of music, psychology professor Daniel Levitin 
and postdoctoral researcher Mona Lisa Chanda 
note that playing and listening to music have 
clear benefi ts for mental and physical health. 

Listening to music increases production of the 
social bonding hormone oxytocin and the immune 
system-boosting antibody immunoglobulin A, 
and relaxing music can reduce levels of the stress 

hormone cortisol. Results are ambivalent for the 
effects of stimulating music, however: some 
studies show that cortisol levels increase in 
response to stimulating music while others have 
found a decrease. A similar variation shows up in 
cortisol levels of singers: in women, cortisol levels 
decrease whereas in men, cortisol levels increase.

Research, it seems, can show us how the most 
intricate life mechanisms work. Figuring out the 
why — do personality diff erences account for the 

variation in how the body responds to music? 
why do men seem to fi nd singing stressful? — 
off ers new avenues for exploration.

The research was funded by the Natural Sciences 
and Engineering Research Council of Canada and 
the Social Sciences and Humanities Research 
Council.

OXYTOCIN CORTISOL IMMUNOGLOBIN A 
SOCIAL

BONDING CALM IMMUNITYSTRESS

RELAXING MUSIC

STIMULATING MUSIC

SINGING/DRUMMING

WOMENMEN AND WOMEN MEN

THESE ARE 
YOUR HORMONES 
ON MUSIC

research_highlights//
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I
t had all the hallmarks of an urban consultation event put on by a local 
community group: a few dozen people gathered on a weekend morning 
in a converted brownstone to discuss land development in their neigh-
bourhood; a whiteboard pinned with maps of streets, buildings and 
proposed real estate developments; orange juice and doughnuts on 
off er in the back corner.
What was unusual about the event, however, was that it was 

organized and led not by a community-based organization but 
by a group of academics. 

Hoi Kong and Nik Luka, associate professors, respectively, 
in the Faculty of Law and the Schools of Architecture and 
Urban Planning, are conducting a real-world experiment to 
test the theory of deliberative democracy. 

Their lab on the ground is the Bellechasse site, which is located in a 
socially and economically diverse neighbourhood in the Rosemont-La Petite-
Patrie borough of Montreal and became the subject of a government-led 
study for redevelopment in 2008. The proposed plan for the site includes 
mixed-uses and a rebuilt bus maintenance centre for the Societé de 
transport de Montreal.

 “This is a large, post-industrial site in transition, where two-thirds of 
the land is publicly owned and there are concerns about housing costs 
and gentrifi cation,” says Luka. “This project is really exciting because it’s 
an opportunity for a major reurbanisation initiative to be co-produced by 
citizen users and experts.”

The project, which is funded by an Insight Grant from the Social 
Sciences and Humanities Research Council, seeks to overcome 

traditional barriers to participation in community consultation, 
be they physical (accessibility, timing) or psychological (apathy 
or helplessness born of the challenge of staying informed on 
a complex subject).

A bilingual website written by McGill students in collabora-
tion with the Comité logement de la Petite-Patrie, a local 

aff ordable housing organization, off ers a helpful primer on the 
intimidating terminology of urban planning and municipal legalese. The 

site, imaginonsbellechasse.com, also lists ways to get involved in the project: 
community engagement stand-bys such as exploratory walks and in-
person design workshops are listed, as are digital tools such as a 
password-protected discussion forum. 

Do citizens today have a real say in policy decisions aff ecting how and where they 
live? Two interdisciplinary SSHRC grants awarded to professors at McGill examine 
citizen engagement: where it comes from, where it went and how to get it back. //

By Mark Witten

★ innovations//

COMMUNITY
INNOVATION
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 In the project’s next phase, the consultation sessions will feature 
student-researchers going into the community with iPads in order to 
encourage participants to share their opinions through virtual voting and 
to contribute to an interactive design forum. This forum will present virtual 
models of various redevelopment scenarios generated by the research 
project and will seek community members’ feedback on these models.

“People feel disempowered and disengaged. They feel le�  out of the 
regulatory planning processes that determine how land is used and 
developed,” says Kong. “Although people are typically invited to participate, 
there are concerns about the quality of the participation and also about 
who comes to participate.”

Kong, the principal investigator on the project, is leading 
the legal dimension of the research with fellow law professor, 

Daniel Weinstock. They will examine the project’s implications 
for municipal governance, institutional decision-making pro-

cesses and, in the courts, judicial doctrine. 
“Governments everywhere are attempting to use online tools to 

bridge democratic defi cits and this project aims to enable local govern-
ments to achieve this in a land-use planning context,” Kong explains.

Working with Martin Blanchard, a community organizer at the Comité 
logement de la Petite-Patrie, Weinstock will approach the research from 
a theoretical perspective, investigating whether this kind of citizen participa-
tion facilitates or undermines the capacity of community groups to protest 
and to meaningfully have their opinions heard. Kong (pictured le� ), Luka 
(pictured right) and their students, meanwhile, hope to present local offi  cials 
and planning staff  with a set of options for incorporating digital, community-
based techniques into existing planning and design processes.

“We have to encourage cities to make neighbourhoods that people 
recognize themselves in,” says Kong. “This project proposes a process 
plan that refl ects the experience and aspirations of residents, which we 
believe is going to result in a better neighbourhood.”

On a Canada-wide scale, Renée Sieber, an associate professor in the 
McGill School of Environment and the Department of Geography, 
is investigating how new digital mapping technologies are reshaping 

interactions between citizens and their governments. Leading a cross-
country team of researchers, Sieber is examining the much-hyped 
Geopatial Web 2.0, or Geoweb. 

The concept refers to the new form of mapmaking created by “mashing” 
together the mapping eff orts of technology giants like Google and Apple 
with those of governments and ordinary citizens. 

“People contribute the data: they tweet street conditions or their mobile 
apps deliver directions to the nearest coff ee shop, whose reviews also 
were contributed by individuals,” Sieber explains. “Governments add to the 
data stream by increasing accessibility of their data, like realtime trans-
portation information.”

STUDY AREA
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The aptly-named Geothink project examines both the promise and the perils of this technology. 
It will receive a total of more than $2.5-million in funding from a SSHRC Partnership Grant and over 
$3-million in additional contributions from its 30 partners over six years.

Maps are powerful creations, Sieber (above) points out, quoting the late geographer Bernard 
Nietschmann’s observation that “more indigenous territory has been claimed by maps than by 
guns.” Geothink is the result of years of research and collaboration with citizen groups, with this 
power of mapping in mind. 

“Democracy is fragile and it doesn’t mean only voting,” she adds. “We want a more politically 
engaged public and that public needs to engage directly with the government.”

One way to encourage this engagement is through accessible, visually compelling digital mapping 
and design technologies. For example, Sieber and her students developed interactive mapping tools 
for a local agency responsible for monitoring the watershed of the Noire River in Quebec. The 
researchers collected user-generated information and created maps to protect citizens’ homes 
from river fl ooding and to implement a phosphorous reduction plan to preserve water quality.

Other applications — and, true to the power of maps and mapping, they are diverse and 
many — include wildlife monitoring, invasive species identifi cation, local food systems, human 
health, forest fi re history, estuary management, sustainable urban design and planning, watershed 
and erosion monitoring and global climate change. 

“Canada has long been a leader in producing maps and is credited for developing the fi rst geo-
graphic information system in the 1960s, but our leadership has waned,” says Sieber. “This project 
will make Canada a leader not only in open geographic practices but also in open government 
practices.”

Geothink is also probing the potential perils of the Geoweb, which can be used by governments 
as a tool for repression rather than expression. The Philippine government, for example, has used 
geographic data to track the movements of political dissidents. Closer to home, Canada Post’s 2012 
lawsuit to stop Geolytica Inc., a one-person Ottawa fi rm, from distributing postal code data, by 
asserting copyright claim on postal codes, illustrates the challenges involved in democratizing 
geographic data.

Still, successful examples abound. The City of Regina used an open data platform to reduce the 
cost of fulfi lling freedom of information requests from citizens. Indeed, the top fi ve Canadian users 
of open geographic data — the cities of Regina, Toronto, Ottawa, Vancouver and Edmonton — are 
all partners in the Geothink project. These cities are repositories of citizen-volunteered geographic 
information (VGI) and researchers will look to them as innovative models of best uses for VGI in 
local government decision-making.

“DEMOCRACY IS FRAGILE 
AND IT DOESN’T MEAN ONLY VOTING. 

WE WANT A MORE POLITICALLY ENGAGED 
PUBLIC AND THAT PUBLIC NEEDS TO 

ENGAGE DIRECTLY WITH 
THE GOVERNMENT.”

THE POWER OF MAPS

Sieber worked with indigenous people living in a 

Cree community on the east coast of James Bay in 

Quebec to develop a culturally appropriate mapping 

application for features of a protected area that a 

traditional map-based interface wouldn’t capture. 

The app included Cree terms, place names, stories 

and local knowledge of the water features. The Cree 

people view a larger river, called siipii, as composed 

of segments, called aanatoyach, which correspond 

to the part of a river between adjacent rapids. Cree 

hunters, elders and language experts were among 

those who participated in developing the app’s 

hydrographic features. 
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“We emphasize cities,” Sieber says. 
“Citizens have stronger attachments to their 

local governments and cities are potential 
sites of creative energy and innovation.”

These initatives aim to harness the potential of emerging digital 
technologies to empower citizens in their dialogues with govern-
ments. In these interactions, where does a university fi t in?

Enter the idea—and the practice—of social innovation. 
A relatively new term used to refer to a long-standing concept, social 

innovation seeks to profoundly change the routines, beliefs and channels 
of authority of any social system, with the goal of solving complex 
problems. The intricacy of such an undertaking plays well to the creative 
and research-intensive strengths of a university, especially with interdisci-
plinary initiatives such as the ones led by Kong, Luka and Sieber.

For example, Geoweb depends on governments and citizens alike taking 
the initiative to exchange locational information. However, governments 
and citizens do not always see eye-to-eye, o� en clashing over such 

concerns as individual privacy, legislative hurdles to sharing information, 
or the accuracy or even the authenticity of crowd-sourced data. Sieber 
points out that academic research can contribute a level of knowledge 
and understanding.

“There are people in government who have a public service inclination 
and who want to do good. They can get disappointed when public participa-
tion is not supportive,” she notes. Similarly, “many people in urban planning 
who advocate for social justice need support from citizens to fulfi ll their 
plans.” 

Luka likewise envisions the Imaginons Bellechasse project as an 
opportunity for McGill, as an institution in the community, to show leader-
ship in giving ordinary citizens a real voice in civic aff airs.

“Through this project, McGill is very directly a player in city-building and 
community capacity-building,” he says. 

“We aim for this project to be a model for community-academic-gov-
ernment collaboration in land use planning and research,” adds Kong. “It’s 
an exciting way of doing scholarship and research. We’re not just sitting 
in our armchairs thinking about the ways things can work. We’re trying 
to test our ideas by seeing how they play out in the real world.” ■

YOUSAYCITY
As an undergraduate student in the Department of 

Geography, working under the supervision of Renée 

Sieber, Pierre Beaudreau studied the phenomenon 

of public participation in government planning 

processes.

His research convinced him of the need for bet-

ter communications tools—ones that were both 

digital and visual—to help urban planners show 

the public what projects were in the works. Im-

proved computing power and software now allow 

designers to construct visual renderings of project 

proposals, but most of these tools, such as AutoCAD 

or Sketchup, are either technically challenging to 

use, expensive to purchase, or both. 

Beaudreau decided to capitalize instead on Google 

Earth’s availability as a free plug-in and use it as a 

base to develop an application that the general 

public could easily understand and manipulate. 

The resulting platform, YouSayCity, takes many 

of its cues from Google’s ubiquitous and relatively 

intuitive mapping interface. By entering an address, 

city or landmark, users navigate via 3D fl yover to 

a visual representation of the area or building, 

where they can add their own photos, documents, 

comments and 3D models. 

The City of Montreal’s Offi ce of Public Consulta-

tion has incorporated the software into its consul-

tation processes and the entire platform is available 

to the public at www.YouSayCity.com. 

Beaudreau, who is now pursuing a master’s degree 

in city planning at the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology, says his aim for YouSayCity was to 

demonstrate how digital earth applications can 

enhance the quality of public participation.

“By inspiring more people to participate in develop-

ment discussions,” he says, “we can begin to shape 

innovative and sustainable solutions to the problems 

facing our cities.” 
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QUARTIER DE 
L’INNOVATION



T   KE-
ready

for

OFF...
… right in my backyard. 

Students and professors at McGill

of research and
community collaboration, 
with some unusual 
results. //

 are exploring diff erent forms

By Lucas Wisenenthalla



A 
neighborhood with a rich artistic, cultural and industrial 
heritage, now in transition. 
Two major academic institutions’ desire to try something new. 
Combine and stir and what you get is a living laboratory for 
some of the most innovative ideas in the country.

The Quartier de l’innovation (QI) is a partnership between McGill and 
École de technologie supérieure (ÉTS) aimed at transforming the Montreal 
neighbourhoods of Griffi  ntown, Little Burgundy, Saint Henri and Point Saint 
Charles into a hub for new ideas. These ideas span research and education, 
entrepreneurship, urban planning, social economy and culture.

Across McGill, professors are transforming their research into products 
with real-world applications while the QI Student Working Group has 
allowed McGill’s greatest asset — its students — to get directly involved in 
the project’s educational and entrepreneurial activities. 

By encouraging an exchange of  knowledge between students, profes-
sors and the community, the QI provides a bustling meeting space for 
academic and urban ideas alike, from green-minded enterprises to cultural 
rejuvenation initiatives.

As a result, the QI area, located a 20-minute walk from McGill in the 
city’s southwest sector, is home to a growing array of projects and plans 
that are changing the face of Montreal. 

A SAMPLING OF QI INITIATIVES: 
001// BRINGING RESEARCH TO MARKET

Renzo Cecere regularly performs cardiac surgery to repair patients’ 
mitral valves, which control the fl ow of blood in the heart. The 
operation is common but risky and typically involves placing a ring 

around the mitral annulus to stop the valve from regurgitating blood. 
Because it requires opening the — o� en elderly — patient’s chest and heart, 
the procedure comes with a risk of complications such as infection or 
stroke and recovery time can take weeks. 

Two years ago, Cecere, a surgeon at the Royal Victoria and Montreal 
Children’s Hospitals and an associate professor of surgery at McGill, sought 
to address the challenges of mitral valve surgery using a percutaneous 
(literally, from the Latin for “by way of the skin”) approach. Instead of 
opening the heart, Cecere aimed to reach the mitral valve by simply piercing 
through the skin above it. He developed an implant that could be folded, 
loaded onto the tip of a catheter and then passed through the blood vessels 
to the heart. 

Cecere created a prototype but knew that the as-yet unproven project 
would have been a diffi  cult sell to venture capitalists. Instead, the prospect 
of offi  ce space and access to experts from various fi elds — engineers, 
clinicians and others — drew him to speak with the McGill QI team, 
who referred him to Centech. A QI incubator affi  liated with ÉTS that, in 
December 2012, began accepting applications from McGill, Centech also 
off ers its new entrepreneurs up to $150,000 per project through its $1 million 
protyping fund. 

This collaboration was an ideal opportunity for Cecere, who is now 
looking to run preliminary tests on his invention in a lab before implanting 
it in animals. A� er he proves the device’s feasibility, he will seek out venture 
capital to help him bring it to market, with support from Centech throughout 
the process.

“Mitral valve surgery works well, but the patient needs to survive it in 
order to benefi t,” he says, matter-of-fact. “If we could off er an alternative, 
we could have a big eff ect on society.”
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002// FOSTERING ARTS AND CULTURE

When Professor Will Straw, the chair of McGill’s Department of Art 
History and Communication Studies, heard about the Quartier 
de l’innovation, a question came to mind: “Do the principal 

stakeholders know that Griffi  ntown [one of the QI neighbourhoods] is a 
major part of Montreal’s up-and-coming arts culture?”

Straw’s initial thought led him to accept the invitation to undertake an 
in-depth study on Griffi  ntown’s growing arts sector. With the help of some 
of his students, he interviewed more than 30 members of the area’s arts 
community. He discovered, among other things, that while there were 
many performance and exhibition venues in the neighbourhood, there 
was a dearth of public spaces in which artists and residents could discuss 
the changes the once-industrial neighbourhood is undergoing. And he 
saw an opportunity for McGill.

“I thought, “Why not create a space where we could take some of the 
University’s activities and where we could showcase what’s going on in 
the neighbourhood?”” Straw says.

Thus was born the Laboratory of Urban Culture, a project that would 
support both the arts scene and urbanism in the neighbourhoods that 
constitute the QI. Straw hopes to establish a semi-permanent space for 
displaying artwork held by McGill and an exhibition space where students 
can collaborate with local artists, along with an Urban Research Laboratory 
focused on fostering discussions about the neighbourhood.

A pop-up or temporary installation — most likely at the St. Joseph 
Church in Little Burgundy — will give the Laboratory a chance to test out 
a few ideas. “It’s kind of funky and contemporary as an idea,” Straw says. 
“We can program everything from talks to exhibits to debates and cultural 
evenings.”

And though he recognizes that McGill’s presence may signal further 
gentrifi cation to some, he hopes it’s seen as an eff ort to preserve some 
of what makes the area special. He is also excited for the University 
community to get to know the neighbourhood and its residents. 

“We have to get out of Fortress McGill,” he says. “I think we can only 
benefi t from bringing students and faculty to Griffi  ntown.”

003// BIOFUELNET CANADA

To Don Smith, the idea of sustainable fuel simply makes sense. But 
the James McGill Professor of Plant Science knows that making this 
fuel from starch crops like corn and sugarcane — which, thanks to 

climate change, are becoming more challenging to cultivate — is probably 
an unsustainable proposition. 

As the CEO and scientifi c director of BioFuelNet Canada, a research 
network focused on creating advanced biofuels, he’s leading a team that’s 
developing effi  cient means of converting materials into the combustibles 
that keep vehicles running. These materials include algae, agricultural 
and forestry waste, non-food crops produced on lands not very suitable 
for the production of food crops and municipal waste.

Last year, BioFuelNet — which draws on the expertise of 74 researchers 
from 25 postsecondary institutions — became the fi rst McGill project to 
set up shop in the Quartier de l’innovation. The area proved an ideal one 
in which to do business.

“A short distance from us are the offi  ces of Écotech Québec, a clean 
technology organization,” Smith says. “There are also a number of venture 
capital groups that are focused on renewable energy nearby.”

BioFuelNet has received $5 million a year for fi ve years in funding from 
the Government of Canada’s Networks of Centres of Excellence program, 
along with $7 million per year more from other partners. It has already 
struck deals with Airbus and Air Canada, both of which are keen to see 
the next generation of aviation biofuels arrive in the marketplace.

“There are other power options for surface vehicles — electricity, for 
instance — but those options don’t exist for the aerospace sector, which 
wants to reduce its large carbon footprint.” 

Smith, whose work focuses on plant-microbe interactions, also wants 
to introduce more students to this area of investigation. He has enlisted 
their help to identify bacterial compounds that may help biofuel crops 
fl ourish, particularly under the demanding conditions of marginal lands 
and increasingly extreme climate conditions.

BioFuelNet is currently refi ning its ethanol, butanol and thermochemical 
conversion processes.
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o
“You could do this kind of fuel production right now,” Smith says, “but 

the technology will improve, and it will become continuously more attractive 
for industry.”

004// URBAN MICROCOSM EXPERIMENT

Over the past decade, Griffi  ntown and its surroundings have trans-
formed from a largely industrial neighbourhood to one of Montreal’s 
most coveted stretches of urban real estate. Raphaël Fischler, the 

director of McGill’s School of Urban Planning, watched the city’s creative 
class stake its claim to the area before the major land developers followed 
suit. The threat of streets lined with condos and big-box retailers has 
Fischler concerned.

So when the prospect of the Quartier de l’innovation emerged, he was 
quick to propose a project that would make sense of the neighbourhood’s 
breakneck evolution and off er informed suggestions for its continued 
growth: the Urban Microcosm Experiment. 

“The QI is not a place where a lot of academic research is going on in 
the traditional sense,” Fischler says. “It’s a place where a lot of applied 
research is happening.”

In the case of the Urban Microcosm, that applied research includes 
investigating innovative policies and designs in other cities and seeing 
what the QI can learn from them. For example, QI has opened the door 
for students to work with the City of Montreal on studying and developing 
urban sustainability and quality of life indicators for Montreal and the QI 
area. Right now, the student-researchers are preparing to take their work 
to the neighbourhood.

Lora Milusheva, a master’s candidate, is among the students creating 
a literature review on models for measuring energy use. “We are looking 
for case studies to see what has been done elsewhere and what may be 
relevant to the QI,” she says. “We would like to be able to suggest ways to 
make the district more effi  cient in terms of its use of energy.”

Fischler sees further potential in the initiative. The Faculty of Education 
is working with Montreal’s English- and French-language school boards 
to establish a new bilingual school in Griffi  ntown, an idea that Fischler says 

will add another social dimension to the neighbourhood. And this winter, 
in conjunction with McGill’s Offi  ce of Student Life and Learning, he is looking 
at the possibility of building student residences in the area.

“We would really like to make the residences part of the QI, with students 
being directly involved in research activities,” he says.

The idea may never come to fruition, but people should know what’s 
possible for the landscape, Fischler explains. “We must always welcome 
experimentation.” ■

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE QUARTIER DE L’INNOVATION 
Please go to www.mcgill.ca/qi or 

contact McGill’s QI Project Director, Isabelle Péan at 

isabelle.pean@mcgill.ca. 

For new updates about the initiative, visit 

publications.mcgill.ca/headway/tag/QI/

 

�   Pg 16: The iconic Farine Five Roses sign in Point Saint-Charles, Montreal. 
(Illustration by G. Scott MacLeod)
Map of the Quartier de l’innovation

�   Pg. 17: Joseph Jourdenais’ Singer sewing machine shop, circa 1930s, 
at 612 (later 1242) Notre Dame W. (Photo: Jetté-Mercier family archive)
 A bird’s-eye perspective of Griffi  ntown in the area bordered by the 
Wellington Bridge. (Photo: City of Montreal (AADU))

�   This page: A rendering by NIP Paysage, winner of the Concours canadien 
de design urbain, Promenade Smith
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hese days, George McCourt wears the hats of Associate Director of 
Undergraduate Aff airs as well as Senior Faculty Lecturer for the 
McGill School of Environment, but his undergrad career at the 
University of Alberta didn’t get off  to such a great start.

“I came out of high school a top-notch student, and then I walked into this system where it seemed 
like no one really cared, and I did very poorly,” he says. “I struggled.” 

“I eventually got my feet on the ground, but I o� en wonder how many students are lost because 
the system is not malleable enough to get them engaged? One of the best ways is to engage them 
in the research process, because as they go through that, they learn, they teach themselves.”

It’s this goal of inspiring undergrad students that is driving many professors at McGill to add 
research components to their undergraduate classrooms. And they’re fi nding creative ways of 
sneaking it in — even when class sizes get into the hundreds.

It all started in 2006, when the University’s Teaching and Learning Services (TLS) unit was asked 
to lead a university-wide project examining the links between research, learning and teaching. The 
result was the formation in 2009 of the Inquiry Network, a group of faculty members from across 
disciplines that meets once a month to discuss ways of bringing research into the classroom.

Research isn’t always
done in a lab — McGill’s 

Inquiry Network brings research
 and scholarship skills

to undergraduate coursework
 and, in so doing,

 is expanding its ideas
 across the University

 and beyond. //
By Laura Pellerine

CLASSROOM
INNOVATION
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“It’s important to help students see their disciplines not as bodies of fact, 
but as conversations,” says Marcy Slapcoff , leader of the Inquiry Network 
and educational developer at TLS. “When professors invite them into the 
conversation, they can contribute their questions, and that’s the key way 
to help them become better critical thinkers.” 

The idea of introducing undergrads to research at universities like McGill 
isn’t a new one — it fi rst emerged in 1998’s Boyer Commission on Educating 
Undergraduates in the Research University — but the idea of the Inquiry 
Network is. “The fact that we have leadership like this is unique,” Slapcoff  
says. “I haven’t come across another group like this.”

The Inquiry Network provides faculty members with resources and 
support like workshops, and tool kits to help them integrate research into 
their classrooms.

“It’s important to consider how every single McGill student can benefi t 
from attending a research-intensive university,” says Slapcoff . “There’s 
only one way to reach every student, and that is through coursework, and 
that’s a challenge.” 

So how are McGill professors meeting this challenge?
“Historically it’s been diffi  cult because of class sizes to imagine how to 

incorporate research into those courses, but at McGill we’ve come up with 
strategies to deal with that,” says Terry Hébert, a pharmacology and 
therapeutics professor. “We can expose students opportunities where they 
can learn to think critically through smaller exercises — we can’t bring 
them all into a lab, but we can expose them to the thinking that goes into 
a lab.”

In his fourth-year Pharmacology Research class, Hébert has students 
take a complicated subject and simplify it down enough to make it under-
standable for a lay audience. “In that exercise, it’s generating understanding, 
making them use their brains to convert the topic into a language that’s 
diff erent from the author’s,” Hébert explains. “They have to bear down on 
core essence, make an evaluation about the research, and judge whether 
or not it was done correctly. It opens their minds to critical spirit.”

The value of assignments like these is that it encourages students to 
get away from simply memorizing information from a textbook. “There’s 
a perception that research means having to make an original contribution 
to a discipline, o� en by working in a lab or doing research in the library,” 
Slapcoff  says. “But when you change the focus from doing research to 
understanding what research is, then it opens up the possibilities.”

This type of thinking is echoed by McCourt. He has students in his Geology 
Systems class choose a mineral and explore it in a way that’s of interest 
to them — whether it’s writing about it in the form of a New York Times 
op-ed piece, a typical scientifi c paper or a fi rst-person narrative from the 
mineral’s point of view.

He says, for his students in the School of Environment, learning to 
become critical thinkers is especially important. “I have many students 
who are keen on issues around environment and sustainability, and for a 
lot of them, it’s an emotional, idealistic kind of thing. But if they’re going 
to be dealing with the general public, then they have to be able to present 
information in a manner that is clear and concise and be able to support 
what they’re saying. Introducing them to research leads them to put 
structure to their thinking.”

“ THERE’S A PERCEPTION
THAT RESEARCH MEANS HAVING TO MAKE 

AN ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTION TO A DISCIPLINE, OFTEN 
BY WORKING IN A LAB OR 

DOING RESEARCH IN THE LIBRARY, BUT WHEN 
YOU CHANGE THE FOCUS FROM DOING RESEARCH 

TO UNDERSTANDING WHAT RESEARCH IS, 
THEN IT OPENS UP THE POSSIBILITIES.”
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His fourth-year environmental students take it one step further. They 
participate in a senior research project that allows them to work with “real 
world” clients. In 2008, he had students meet with St. Hubert, a local 
rotisserie chicken chain, to determine how the company could reduce its 
waste and energy consumption.

“We showed if they composted their waste, they could reduce their 
carbon emissions by something like 40 percent,” McCourt says. “A couple 
of their restaurants even began to compost their food waste. The compost 
produced is now being given away to their customers, which of course 
encourages the customers to come back and eat more chicken.”

In 2010, his students also looked at how to make the seafood options 
at McGill’s residences more sustainable.

“We helped create a system of tracing where the food was coming from, 
and showed how you could check to make sure the food was being caught 
and handled in a sustainable manner,” McCourt says. “This year, McGill 
became the fi rst university in Canada to have all of its seafood being used 
in the residences certifi ed sustainable by the Marine Stewardship Council.” 

There are similar types of research internships available on campus 
with programs like SURE (Summer Undergraduate Research in Engineer-
ing) and ARIA (Arts Undergraduate Research Internship Awards), where 
students get to work closely with their professors on one of their research 
projects for 16 weeks over the summer.

But while these off er fantastic opportunities for the students involved, it’s 
the ones who aren’t involved that the Inquiry Network is trying to reach.

“By their nature, these programs only serve a limited number of students 
and are mostly faculty-specifi c,” Slapcoff  says. “The work the Inquiry 
Network is doing is thinking about how to reach every student. We can’t 
expect every student to do individual research, but at least they can develop 
an enhanced understanding of what evidence-based research is.”

“When four-year undergrads don’t go on to grad school, they still make 
decisions that impact our lives,” Hébert says. “We want them to be able to 
point out the fact that the emperor has no clothes. McGill’s in the business 
of forming citizens, not just educating students to do a job.” ■

�   Members of the McGill Inquiry Network, a cross disciplinary group of McGill 
faculty members who meet regularly to explore how to engage under-
graduate students with the processes of research and scholarship within 
coursework.

ENHANCING STUDENTS’ UNDERSTANDING OF RESEARCH THROUGH COURSEWORK
 → DAVID RAGSDALE teaches Human Physiology to a class of 1,100 students 

who examine evolving understandings of the neuron, from Ramon y Cajal’s. 

early 20-century drawings to the adoption of the idea of the chemical synapse

 → DIK HARRIS teaches Thermal and Statistical Physics to a class of 40-50 

students who use problem sets to look at assumptions and limitations of 

traditional theoretical models.

 → ANNIE SAVARD teaches Teaching Mathematics 1 to a class of 160 students 

who use role play to test new, group-based approaches to teaching math.

 → RICHARD CHROMIK teaches Properties of Materials in Electrical Engineering 

to a class of 40-60 students who interview McGill professors to fi nd out how 

they apply engineering principles in their research.
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If you feel overwhelmed by the sheer volume of information available for any given subject, know 
that you are not alone. Philosophers, statisticians and computer scientists have been wrestling with 
questions about how to derive meaningful insights from large volumes of information for decades. 
Three McGill researchers showcase the diff erent applications of Big Data and off er insights on how 
to make sense of it all... or at least some of it.

By Victoria Leenders-Cheng, with fi les from Zoë Macintosh

001// MACHINE LEARNING

I
n the Reasoning and Learning Lab in the School of Computer Science 
at McGill, four iRobots (think Roomba vacuums) scoot around, probing 
the environment and gathering data. Attached to one robot is a Microso�  
Kinect camera with a little grip pad, so the robot not only moves through 
a space but also “looks” at objects and pushes them around. 
It’s not just science fi ction or a scene from the Jetsons anymore: artifi cial 

intelligence (AI) machine learning, in which programs improve automatic-
ally with experience, is everywhere. Data-mining programs that detect 
fraudulent credit card transactions, autonomous vehicles that learn to 
drive on public highways — these are just a couple of examples of the 
practical applications arising from this fi eld of research.

Computer science professor Doina Precup, who co-directs 
the Reasoning and Learning Lab, is investigating both the 
applied and theoretical dimensions of machine learning.

Robots that can map a room or open a door without pre-
programmed instructions, or handle a doorknob whose shape 
is wholly new to the robot’s database, are potential assistants 
for the elderly or the disabled. Precup and fellow computer 
science professor Joelle Pineau work on robots, including a wheel-
chair robot, with these capabilities. 

So� ware agents such as computer games that automatically adapt to 
a player’s gaming style can maximize the player’s enjoyment and provide 
an increasing level of challenge (or, as demonstrated in the Oscar-nom-
inated movie Her, operating systems can become almost human, with 
human wants and feelings…).

On the theoretical side, an examination of the algorithms used in 
machine learning yields deeper insights into information processing. For 
example, fi rst of all, how does one go about training robots to learn on 
their own? 

“You build a bias into the robot so that it likes to receive large numbers, 
like a cookie for a rat,” says Precup. Then, you reward the robots 

with large numbers as they navigate new environments. Rather 
than rely on instructions to map a room or open a door, then, 
Precup’s robots create their own classifi cations from the 
ground up, based on these built-in biases. 

Next, what conditions do you set for the data that the robots 
are gathering? Current so� ware permits Precup’s robots to 

simultaneously take dozens of sensor readings per second in 
chunks of time that range from a few hours to a day. 

BIG
BIGthe 

BIGBIG
BIGBIG
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“It’s nice to know, given this infi nite amount of data, whether it is likely 
that we can come up with the right answer,” Precup explains. “Theoretical 
analysis answers this question and also tells us how fast we can expect 
to see results: a day, a month, or a year. Then, we use practice applications 
to see if there is a match with the theoretical algorithms, or, if there isn’t 
a match, we try to understand why not.”

Precup compares the tasks in machine learning to those needed for an 
activity such as cooking dinner: there are high-level steps such as choosing 
a recipe or acquiring the ingredients and low-level steps, such as actually 
stirring the pot or chopping the vegetables.

The goal in artifi cial intelligence is to build models capable of both  
strategic thinking and low-level thinking. 

“If you focus disproportionately at the very low level, the data comes in 
and there is too much of it so you can’t really process it properly. But, at 
the high level, the task becomes too abstracted and you may not be able 
to do what you set out to do,” Precup says. “We try to create a balance 
between the two.” 

002// CYBER FORENSICS

A Canadian law enforcement offi  cial fl ipped through a fi ve-page 
printout from a new cyber forensics tool called AuthorMiner. 

The so� ware, created by McGill School of Information Studies 
professor Benjamin Fung, analyzes the writings styles of anonymous 
emails and identifi es the humans behind the messages. 

But the printout in the offi  cial’s hands, which contained thousands of 
permutations of alphabet letters, was virtually incomprehensible.

“We cannot spend days trying to understand this data,” the law enforce-
ment offi  cial told Fung.

With the digitization of so much of our communication (email, tweets, 
blog posts), and with the occasionally malicious nature of such com-
munication (spam, phishing, hate mail), the ability to attribute a message 
directly to a person helps law enforcement offi  cials by providing them with 
evidence that stands up in a courtroom trial.

“However, our most reliable methods for identifying authors usually 
involve sophisticated and obscure computational models that are very 
challenging to interpret,” Fung explains. “As a result, the output from these 
methods is seldom actually used in real-life lawsuits because the output 
doesn’t meet the standards of evidential proof.”

Authorship attribution, as this fi eld of research is called, combines 
linguistics and computer science to generate analyses of writing styles, 
broken down into its various components called stylometric features. 
These features include lexical, syntactic and structural elements of a 
written document, such as how o� en a person writes “u” instead of “you” 
or how o� en that person misuses “it’s” for “its.” 

There are 302 such stylometric features, with 2302 or 8.15 x 1090 possible 
combinations. They are assessed on the basis of their frequency and their 
recurrence to yield a writeprint (akin to a fi ngerprint but for writing) that 
identifi es the author of a message with upwards of 90 percent accuracy. 
These methods of analysis can even provide inferences about an author’s 
nationality and gender.

Hearing the security offi  cial’s feedback convinced Fung of the need to 
create a visualization component for the so� ware so that the results of 
the complex permutations would communicate directly with the human 
eye and thus be comprehensible to the human mind.

He went back to the research lab of National Cyber-Forensics and 
Training Alliance Canada, and spent a year working together with his 
student, Honghui Ding, on the programming. 

“Our goal was to develop a highly accurate way of measuring this data, 
and also improve how easily this data can be interpreted and visualized,” 
Fung says. “We were inspired by fi ngerprint matching, where you can 
visually compare the minutiae of the print, and devised a tool that visually 
represents our hypotheses.” 

The result, Author Miner 3.0, presented the complex information about 
stylometric features in colour-coded charts that could be easily and 
accurately interpreted. In late 2013, he again demonstrated the so� ware to 
law enforcement offi  cers. The eventual goal: use the so� ware to support 
current cyber forensics investigations, increase social accountability and cut 
down on cybercrime. 

Confi dence

N-Gram (lexical level) 0.8311

N-Gram (character level) 0.9560

N-Gram (syntactic level) 0.6867

Overall 0.9560

VISUALIZATION SAMPLE OF WRITEPRINT ANALYSIS RESULTS
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LINGUISTIC FINGERPRINT

WHAT IS COUNTERPOINT?
Examples of counterpoint most obvious to the ear 

include the back and forth between melodies in 

Row, row, row your boat, or Pachelbel’s famous 

Canon, or the harpsichord solo in The Beatles’ song, 

In My Life.

Basically, in counterpoint, different notes sound 

at the same time, resulting in what we think of 

loosely as harmonies; music theorists call these 

“vertical intervals,” in reference to the distance 

between the two pitches, and when intervals sound 

one after another, they call this a “vertical interval 

succession.”

Examples of stylometric features used to generate a writeprint:

→ Vocabulary richness

→ Word length

MORE DIGGING INTO DATA
Andrew Piper of McGill’s Department of Languages, 

Literatures and Cultures in the Faculty of Arts leads 

a team of 14 researchers awarded the Digging into 

Data Challenge for 2014. The project, entitled “Global 

Currents: Cultures of Literary Networks, 1050-1900,” 

will undertake a study of literary networks in dif-

ferent cultural epochs and bring a data-driven 

approach to the study of world literature.

ELVIS GOES MULTIMEDIA
ELVIS lends itself to other unusual representations of 

data. Graduate student Mike Winters created sound 

fi les from (or “sonifi ed”) the ELVIS data for 15th-

century composer Guillaume Dufay, 16th-century 

composer Palestrina, and Ludwig van Beethoven. The 

sonifi cation paint a vivid aural picture of the three 

composer’s different styles and Beethoven’s sound 

fi le is colourful... to say the least. Hear these sonifi -

cations online at elvisproject.ca/sonifi cation  

→ Punctuation

→  Use of function words such as prepositions and pronouns

→ Sentence or paragraph length

→ Spelling and grammatical mistakes

003// MAPPING MUSICAL INTERVALS

Western music, from 12th-century Gregorian chant to 21st-century 
Lady Gaga, is built on the notion of counterpoint. (Quick defi nition 
for the uninitiated: counterpoint is the relationship between 

diff erent voices in a piece of music.)
At McGill, music research professors Julie Cumming and Peter Schubert 

have fi gured out how to represent bits of counterpoint with sets of numbers. 
They lead a group of scholars and students in a project using these data-
driven techniques to illuminate the history of musical composition and 
understand how musical styles evolve.

Called ELVIS, for Electronic Locator of Vertical Interval Successions, the 
project has created an online database of searchable music scores 
composed between 1300 and 1900 and provides the so� ware tools to 
enable analysis of the scores and the musical styles.  

“We can look at a two-gram, which is two vertical intervals linked by 
the melodic motion in the lower voice, and represent it with three numbers 
(see sidebar). Or we can look at a three-gram, which is three vertical 
intervals, and represent it with fi ve numbers,” says Cumming. “Once we 
can represent those relationships with numbers we can search for them 
with a computer.”

The ELVIS database holds more than 6,000 pieces of music with over 
six million searchable vertical intervals and was awarded a “Digging into 
Data Challenge” grant in 2012 as part of an international initiative to address 
how big data changes the research landscape for the humanities and social 
sciences. 

Musical style is heavily defi ned by the vertical intervals considered 
“allowable” for the period and deviance from the style is sometimes met 
with outrage, as with the riots provoked by Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring. 
Tracing the evolution of style, a long-standing practice in music history, 
gives scholars insight into the nature of music itself. Now, by digitizing the 
practice, scholars are able to analyze huge quantities of data — orchestral 
scores can have up to 40 or 50 voices sounding notes at the same 
time — much faster and with greater rigor and accuracy.

ELVIS so� ware is available for public use on the web (elvisproject.ca); 
it will also become part of another music digitization initiative at McGill 
led by music technology professor Ichiro Fujinaga that aims to create 

optical music recognition so� ware able to scan and analyze musical 
documents written in all styles, from hand-written manuscripts to printed 
scores.

“We are hoping to get more and more data from the optical recognition 
techniques,” Cumming says, leading into a statement that summarizes 
the big takeaway, “but unless you have good search and analysis tools 
that actually use that information, it’s useless to have all that data.” ■
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Turning scientifi c discoveries into
  real-world applications has been a longstanding practice. 

 Two offi  ces at McGill aim to make the process
 more eff ective by capitalizing very specifi cally on their

 partners’ strengths and areas of expertise. // 

I
n November 2013, McGill biomedical engineering professor Jay Nadeau took part in the scientifi c 
equivalent of an episode of Dragon’s Den. 

AmorChem, a local venture capital fund focused on investing in life sciences research originating 
in Quebec, was experimenting with a new approach to evaluating funding proposals and Nadeau 
was invited to be a contestant.

Unlike traditional calls for proposal, which require lengthy documentation and presentations, 
this event, held in Quebec City, featured fi ve researchers each giving a brief talk to a panel of 

well-known scientists. From the fray, one researcher would emerge victorious and receive funding 
for his or her project.

“We all had fi ve minutes to present our proposals, without using any slides and then we had 
seven minutes for questions,” recalls Nadeau, adding with a smile, “It was kind of a sporting event.”

Throughout the competition process, Nadeau was guided by the Commercialization Offi  ce at 
McGill, which aims to help professors with a research product or method that they would like to 
bring to the market. The offi  ce, led by associate director Michèle Beaulieu, connects researchers 
with opportunities such as AmorChem’s call for funding proposals, and also provides support 
for the complex process of evaluating the commercial potential of research, negotiating licenses, 
starting spin-off  companies and obtaining patents or other protection for intellectual property.

Nadeau has been studying the biological eff ects of nanoparticles since she arrived at McGill 
from CalTech almost a decade ago and her AmorChem submission described the possibilities 
of using gold particle nanotechnology to fi ght melanoma, a deadly form of skin cancer caused 
by DNA damage, usually from exposure to ultraviolet (UV) rays from the sun. 

“Melanoma is the fastest growing cancer worldwide, especially among the baby boom 
generation and in countries with a high number of Caucasians,” Nadeau explains. There are 
nearly 70,000 new cases and more than 8,000 deaths in the United States from melanoma 
each year. What’s more, melanoma is considered a Category 5 cancer, for which no eff ective 
chemotherapy is available. 
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Nadeau and her team, however, had uncovered promising research 
results in their lab at McGill. By conjugating (binding) gold nanoparticles 
to chemotherapeutic drugs for melanoma such as doxorubicin and 
dabrafenib, they found that these drugs demonstrated gains in effi  cacy: 
they became more stable, more available to the body and more soluble 
for delivery through the bloodstream.

Nadeau’s pitch did not win the competition but the AmorChem panel 
found her idea appealing and named her the runner-up, off ering to fund 
her research as well.

Building these bridges between academic research and potential 
applications is a vital undertaking, says Nadeau. “Last year, when I was 
on sabbatical, I worked with a lot of clinicians and many of them told me 
that they are o� en very frustrated because they never see academic 
research turned into something people can use.” 

Indeed, programs and organizations such as Mitacs and ACCT Canada 
have long sought to foster partnerships between government, business 
and academia. In November 2013, the Canada Foundation for Innovation 
launched a searchable online directory to connect research centres with 
business partners. Called Navigator, it is billed as the fi rst tool of its kind 
in North America. 

It is with these initiatives in mind that the McGill University Business 
Engagement Centre (MUBEC) is entering the scene. 

MUBEC’s mission is to promote outreach and coordination between the 
University and its potential partners, be they for commercial, philanthropic, 
recruitment, internship or executive education opportunities. Specifi c to 
one institution and devoted to helping make sense (and cents) of the 
powerful, sprawling, complex and innovative resources at McGill, the centre 
is also the fi rst of its kind in Canada. 

“Companies have been asking for a single point-of-entry for partnering 
with McGill,” says MUBEC director Jean-François Nadeau. “By developing 
an in-depth understanding of our partners’ needs and strategic objectives, 
MUBEC is able to suggest opportunities, projects and educational services 
across the University — opportunities that they may not have known even 
existed.”

Recently, the centre helped coordinate the partnership between dentistry 
professor Simon Tran, and BioGen Idec, a biotechnology company based 
in Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

BioGen is a leading developer of pharmaceutical drugs that treat 
autoimmune diseases such as multiple sclerosis. As part of its research 
development, BioGen scientists were hoping to study how white blood 
cells behave under certain conditions, to gain a better understanding of 
the body’s immune system response. In this case, they wanted to examine 
how white blood cells attack salivary cells and so needed to grow salivary 
cells in culture. Seeking an expert to provide them with advice on the 
process, the BioGen team reached out to Tran.

By Victoria Leenders-Cheng

BUILDING ON 
INNOVATION
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“Salivary cells are diffi  cult to grow,” Tran explains, describing how the 
cell culture is easily overtaken by common connective tissue cells known 
as fi broblasts. “If you start with 10 fi broblast cells and 10 salivary cells, 
a� er a week, the culture will be overgrown with 95 percent fi broblast cells. 
It takes a lot of patience to then purify the salivary cells.”

Holder of the Canada Research Chair in craniofacial stem cells and 
tissue engineering, Tran had published a paper 10 years ago on how to 
grow salivary gland cells and MUBEC’s corporate relations managers 
suggested that Tran train the BioGen staff  in his lab at McGill on this 
particular method of cell culture. 

The BioGen staff  visited Tran twice in 2013, each time for about a week 
and Tran taught them using the same method he uses for teaching his 
students: “Everyone goes through the same process,” he said. “See one; 
do one (or, I prefer, many times); teach one.” 

In other words, everyone watches the process of growing the cells once, 
performs the process at least once, and then teaches it to someone else. 
By the end of the second week, the BioGen researchers had acquired the 
expertise necessary to grow salivary cells in vitro back in their own lab in 
Cambridge.

BioGen is not the only McGill partner interested in fi nding new treatments 
for multiple sclerosis. In December 2013, AmorChem signed a partnership 
agreement with biochemistry professor Philippe Gros to fi nance research 
that explores new avenues for treating neuroinfl ammatory conditions 
such as MS.

This shared interest is a testament to the urgent need for new therapies 
for the disease. MS aff ects more than 2.5 million people and Canadians 
have one of the highest rates of MS in the world. A complex illness 
characterized by bodily infl ammation that leads to the gradual destruction 
of the myelin sheath that surrounds and protects the body’s nerve fi bers, 
MS is currently incurable. 

“My group uses genetic analysis of animal models of infection to identify 
key genes, proteins, cells, and pathways that are activated in pathological 
situations such as neural infl ammation,” Gros explains. “With modern tools 
of genomics, we can identify what gene carries the mutation and which 
gene inactivation protects against the infl ammation. The idea is that if we 
can mimic this in humans, we can potentially identify new targets for 
anti-infl ammatory drugs.”

Gros hopes his research leads to a better understanding of the process 
of infl ammation, with both academic and commercial applications. 

“We study many genes and proteins, all of them very interesting from 
an academic standpoint,” he says. “If we run into something that looks like 
it could be interesting as a pharmacological product, we take the opportun-
ity to explore the possibility of using it in that context. For other genes that 
we work on, we incorporate it into our fundamental research.”

Biomedical engineering professor Jay Nadeau points out that the 
commercialization process is o� en a continuation of basic research. 
“Clearly, we did a lot of basic science conjugating gold nanoparticles to 
get to this point,” she explains. “Now it’s more about the product, and part 
of the presentation to AmorChem was to convince them that we are willing 
to embark on this task of bringing the research to market.”

001// 002//
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Gros adds that the relationship between pure and applied research can 
be intricate. “Even when we have agreements with partners for com-
mercialization or industrial applications, we always keep in those 
agreements the ability to publish our results,” he says. “We are an academic 
institution and we are not turning ourselves into a service provider — we 
maintain our academic and teaching mission.”

Nevertheless, he notes that in an era of limited funding for scientifi c 
research, partnerships such as those with AmorChem “provide a very 
signifi cant funding envelope and allow us to do research while building 
value into what we do.”

For Simon Tran, the collaboration with MUBEC and BioGen was both “a 
good way to learn how industry works” and an immediate reminder that 
“what scientists are doing in the lab can be useful for development of a 
drug or for other applications.”

As hubs of innovation and research, universities have always been active 
players in applied research, be it through community initiatives, industry 
partnerships, or patent applications. The Commercialization Offi  ce and 
MUBEC take a second look at the relationships between a university and 
its partners, and off er a new vision of how collaboration can take place. 

McGill, meet the world at large.
World at large, meet McGill. ■

CONTACT INFORMATION
Commercialization Offi ce

Michèle Beaulieu, Associate Director

michele.beaulieu@mcgill.ca

MUBEC 

(McGill University Business Engagement Centre) 

http://www.mcgill.ca/mubec/

Jean-François Nadeau, Senior Director

jean-francois.nadeau@mcgill.ca

003//

�   001//  Philippe Gros’ research uses genetic analysis to identify genes, 
proteins, cells and pathways activated in neural infl ammation

 002//  Jay Nadeau’s conjugated gold particles off er promising possibilities 
for treating melanoma

 003//  Simon Tran shared his expertise in growing salivary gland cells 
with Boston-based company Biogen Idec
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001// Seeking to answer questions about 
how birds got their wings, HANS LARSSON 
(Redpath Museum) and former graduate student 
ALEXANDER DECECCHI performed regression 
analyses on two datasets of fossil measurement. 
They found that the ratio of limb length to body 
size underwent a dramatic change when dino-
saurs transitioned into birds 150 million years 
ago. These fi ndings shed important light on how 
birds came to be such a successful class of land 
vertebrates — the most diverse class existent on 
Earth today. 

002// AUDREY MOORES (Chemistry) and doc-
toral student REUBEN HUDSON discovered a 
way to make hydrogenation — an important 
industrial reaction for pharmaceutical and petro-
chemical synthesis — less expensive and more 
environmentally friendly. Hydrogenation typically 
requires heavy metals such as platinum or pal-
ladium as catalysts. By using amiphilic polymers 
to rust-proof less toxic iron catalysts, Moores, 
Hudson and colleagues from partner institution 
RIKEN’s Center for Sustainable Resource Science 
demonstrated iron’s viability in an environment-
ally-friendly solvent: water. The study authors 
hope to develop the catalyst for other uses and 
to pave the way for more sustainable industrial 
processes overall.

003// Two studies by NATHALIE TUFENKJI 
(Chemical Engineering) uncovered new informa-
tion on how cranberries help fight bacterial 
illnesses such as urinary tract infections. Analyz-
ing the eff ect of cranberry powder on bacteria 

behaviour on agar plates, Tufenkji discovered 
that cranberries not only inhibit bacterial 
movement but also reduce the bacteria’s production 
of infectious enzymes. These fi ndings hold potential 
for using cranberry derivatives to create alternatives 
to antibiotics and to prevent bacterial colonization in 
medical devices such as catheters. 

004// In the fi rst large-scale study of its kind, 
SABINA SARIN, a doctoral student working 
under the supervision of IRVING BINIK (Psychol-
ogy), found that, contrary to popular belief, men 
diff erentiate between sexual arousal (changes 
in the genitals) and sexual desire (a state of mind) 
as much as women do. This study contributes 
to a better understanding of diff erent types of 
sexual disorder: those related to desire for sexual 
activity, usually associated with sex drive and 
libido, and those, such as erectile problems, 
related to physical arousal. 

005// Quebec has less income inequality and 
stronger family and social supports than the rest 
of Canada and boasts some of the happiest people 
in the country. CHRISTOPHER BARRINGTON�
LEIGH (Economics, Institute of Health and Social 
Policy and McGill School of Environment) found 
that as Quebec has become less like the rest of 
Canada during the last 30 years, and tensions 
over language and sovereignty have decreased, 
Quebeckers have undergone a societal and cul-
tural shi�  from being the least happy Canadians 
to the happiest.

006// Chronic pain is associated with broad 
epigenetic changes in the brain, LAURA STONE 
(Dentistry and Alan Edwards Centre for Research 
on Pain) and MOSHE SZYF (Pharmacology and 
Therapeutics) have found. The pioneering 
research opens the possibility to treating chronic 
pain with behavioural or drug therapies to 
address DNA methylation in the brain.

007// DEREK BOWIE (Pharmacology and 
Therapeutics) has discovered that sodium has a 
unique eff ect on a major neurotransmitter recep-
tor in the brain known as the kainate receptor, 
controlling when the receptor gets turned on or 
off . This fi nding opens doors to customizing drug 
therapies for conditions such as epilepsy and 
neuropathic pain.   

008// Vertex VX-809 is a common, but not very 
effi  cient, treatment for cystic fi brosis. By combining 
VX-809 with chemical compounds that target 
two other structural defects in the cystic fi brosis 
protein, GERGELY LUKACS (Physiology) was able 
to raise the drug effi  ciency from 15 percent to 
60-80 percent in cell culture models. The discov-
ery off ers exciting new avenues for improving 
treatment of the disease.  

009// People vulnerable to developing alcohol-
ism show a more active dopamine response in 
the brain a� er drinking alcohol than those at low-
risk for alcohol-use problems, MARCO LEYTON 
(Psychiatry) has found. The study may help 
researchers understand the cause of addictions 
and possibilities for treatment and prevention. 

001 003 005 006

YEAR IN REVIEW//
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A SELECTION OF 
RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2013
010// In a national study including more than 
25,000 adolescents aged 11 to 15, FRANK 
ELGAR (Psychiatry and the Institute for Health 
and Social Policy) found that regular family sup-
pers contribute to good mental health in 
adolescents. Such suppers, the study noted, 
provide opportunities for open interaction and 
the development of positive coping behaviours 
while allowing adolescents to express concerns 
and feel valued.

011// TANJA TAIVASSALO (Kinesiology and 
Physical Education) is leading an ongoing study 
to examine the impact of fi tness and physical 
activity on aging. Surveying 20 world-class 
athletes and competitors over the age of 75, 
including 82-year-old marathon runner Ed 
Whitlock and 93-year-old track and fi eld star 
Olga Kotelko, the study will assess muscle 
repair, cardiovascular function and cognitive 
performance.

012// EDUARDO CHACHAMOVICH (Psychiatry) 
led the world’s fi rst psychological autopsy study 
of suicide rates among Inuit in Nunavut. The study 
included 498 interviews with family and friends 
of 120 suicide victims, as well as reviews of 
medical and RCMP records. The study found that 
mental illness, and sexual and physical abuse 
are substantial suicide risk factors — knowledge 
that may help predict and prevent future 
suicides.

013// Two studies off ered new fi ndings on the 
importance of vitamin D in diff erent areas: cancer 
prevention and infant health. JOHN WHITE 
(Physiology) and DAVID GOLTZMAN (Physiology 
and Medicine) discovered a molecular basis for 
how vitamin D can inhibit production and function 
of cMYC, a protein that drives cell division and is 
active at elevated levels in more than half of all 
cancers. HOPE WEILER (Dietetics and Human 
Nutrition) and CELIA RODD (Pediatrics) con-
fi rmed that 400 international units of vitamin D 
is suffi  cient for infant health. Higher doses, as 
sometimes recommended in diff erent parts of 
the world, provide no additional benefits for 
helping babies grow a healthy skeleton.

014// Two studies revealed new insight into 
sleep and health. NAHUM SONENBERG (Bio-
chemistry) identifi ed a protein known as 4E-BP1 
that slows recovery time following a sleep dis-
ruption, opening avenues for treating circadian 
clock dysfunction such as jet lag and shi�  work 
disorders. REUT GRUBER (Psychiatry) found 
that school-aged children who sleep 27 more 
minutes at night than their usual are less impul-
sive, less easily distracted and less likely to have 
temper tantrums. 

015// The Research Institute of the McGill Uni-
versity Health Centre will oversee data collection 
for one of the most comprehensive aging studies 
ever conducted. The Canadian Longitudinal Study 
on Aging spans 11 locations across Canada, with 
160 researchers from 26 Canadian universities, 

and will follow the health and quality of life of 
50,000 men and women for 20 years. 

016// Abnormal communication between the 
brain’s frontal cortexes may contribute to sub-
stance addiction, ALAIN DAGHER (the Montreal 
Neurological Institute) and colleagues at RIKEN’s 
Center for Molecular Imaging Science have 
found. Using functional magnetic resonance 
imaging (fMRI) and transcranial magnetic stimu-
lation (TMS), the team discovered that dysfunction 
of the frontal lobes — which can be caused by 
psychological stress — might impair self-control 
over cravings for cigarettes, drugs and other 
stimulants.

017// McGill and RIKEN, Japan’s largest com-
prehensive research instutition, signed an 
agreement to establish a joint research centre 
to strengthen opportunities for cooperation, 
particularly in nanotechnology, green chemistry 
and advanced biomedical sciences.

018// McGill entered into a three-year, $1 million 
dollar partnership with TELUS Health for 
research and teaching aimed at using technology 
to improve health and healthcare delivery for 
Canadians. The fi rst study to receive funds through 
this partnership is led by ARIANE MARELLI
(Medicine) and YEONA JANG (Desautels Faculty 
of Management) and focuses on using remote 
health monitoring and a patient health portal to 
improve the delivery of complex medical therapy 
for patients with chronic cardiovascular disease. 

009 011 014
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PRIZES + AWARDS + FUNDING // HIGHLIGHTS
prizes
PRIX ACFAS THÉRÈSE GOUIN-DÉCARIE 

  CÉLINE LE BOURDAIS (Sociology)

ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA
FELLOWS

  QUTAYBA HAMID 
(Meakins-Christie Laboratories)

  ELISABETH GIDENGIL (Political Science)

  PRAKASH PANANGADEN 

(Computer Science)

  ISABELLE DAUNAIS 

(French Language and Literature)

  DANIEL LEVITIN (Psychology)

  BERNARD ROBAIRE 

(Pharmacology and Therapeutics)

  MOSHE SZYF 
(Pharmacology and Therapeutics)

MCLAUGHLIN MEDAL 
  NAHUM SONENBERG (Biochemistry)

DAN DAVID PRIZE
  BRENDA MILNER (The Neuro)

ORDRE NATIONAL DU QUÉBEC
  DR. FREDERICK ANDERMANN 

(The Neuro)

  H. ARNOLD STEINBERG 

(Chancellor, McGill University)

PRIX DU QUÉBEC
  MICHEL TREMBLAY (Biochemistry) 

Prix du Québec — Armand-Frappier

  PHIL GOLD (Medicine) 

Prix du Québec — Wilder-Penfi eld

WOLF PRIZE �MEDICINE� 
  NAHUM SONENBERG (Biochemistry) 

QUEBEC SCIENCE DISCOVERIES OF 2013
  ALMA rewrites history of Universe’s stellar 
baby boom: YASHAR HEZAVEH, doctoral 
student (Physics)

  How the body aids and abets the spread of 
cancer: LORENZO FERRI and colleagues 
(RI-MUHC)

  Most common form of heart valve disease 
linked to unusual cholesterol: GEORGE 
THANASSOULIS and colleagues 
(RI-MUHC)

  A revolutionary new 3D digital brain atlas: 
ALAN EVANS (The Neuro)

  Childhood abuse leaves marks in the brain: 
JENS PRUESSNER (McGill Centre for 
Studies in Aging / The Douglas)

awards and funding

  Three McGill researchers were recognized by the NATURAL 
SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING RESEARCH COUNCIL OF 
CANADA for their contributions to the development of science.

 › E.W.R. STEACIE MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIPS: 
EHAB ABOUHEIF (Biology) and AASHISH CLERK (Physics) 

 › ANDRÉ HAMER POSTGRADUATE PRIZE: 
doctoral candidate MICHAEL LIFSHITZ (Cognitive Neuroscience) 

  Eleven McGill researchers were awarded grants totalling more
than $1.98-million through the CANADA FOUNDATION FOR 
INNOVATION’S JOHN R. EVANS LEADERS FUND.

  McGill University and Génome Québec Innovation Centre researchers 
received more than $7.4 million in funding from the CANADIAN 
INSTITUTES OF HEALTH RESEARCH �CIHR� and GÉNOME QUÉBEC: 

 ›MARK LATHROP, TOMI PASTINEN and MICHAEL MEANEY: 
interactions between environment and genes in human blood cells 

 › GUILLAUME BOURQUE and ALAN EVANS: large-scale processing, 
sharing and visualization of epigenomics data.

  LESLEY FELLOWS (The Neuro) received $2.49 million as part of the 
CIHR HIV/AIDS RESEARCH INITIATIVE to improve brain health in 
HIV-infected individuals.

  McGill’s Medical Physics Research Training Network received a 
$1.65-million NSERC CREATE grant to fund internships, mentoring 
and training opportunities.

  McGill was awarded two of 11 prestigious CANADA EXCELLENCE 
RESEARCH CHAIRS �CERCS� chosen by the Government of Canada. 

 › Human Pain Genetics: LUDA DIATCHENKO (Medicine and Dentistry) 

 › Green Chemistry and Green Chemicals, currently in recruitment 

  The Quebec-Clinical Research Organization in Cancer (Q-CROC), 
led by Gerald Batist (Oncology, Segal Cancer Centre), received 
$9.2 million over the course of four years from the FONDS DE 
PARTENARIAT POUR UN QUÉBEC INNOVANT ET EN SANTÉ 
to improve personalized cancer care.

  BENOIT BOULET (Electrical and Computer Engineering) received 
$4.3-million through NSERC’S AUTOMOTIVE PARTNERSHIP 
CANADA INITIATIVE for a project aimed at improving Canadian 
competitiveness in the electric vehicle market.

  McGill had two FONDS DE RECHERCHE DU QUÉBEC � NATURE 
ET TECHNOLOGIES strategic clusters renewed. The projects, 
led by C.J. LI (Chemistry) and ANDREW GONZALEZ (Biology), 
will each receive nearly $3.6-million over the next six years. 

  KILLAM RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS
 › ALLAN GREER (History)

 › DAVID PLANT (Electrical and Computer Engineering)

  NSERC SYNERGY AWARDS
 › IN�HO JUNG (Mining and Materials Engineering)

 › DEREK G. GRAY (Chemistry)

  SLOAN RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP
 › 2013: JACK SANKEY (Physics)

 › 2014: SIMON GRAVEL (Human Genetics)

  SSHRC PARTNERSHIP GRANTS
 › RENEE SIEBER  (Geography)

 › PAUL YACHNIN (English)
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 1,674  Tenured and tenure-stream faculty

 163  Endowed teaching and research chairs

 157   Canada Research Chairs allotted to McGill

 152  Living members of the Royal Society of Canada

FUNDING FACTS //

287 government- and industry-sponsored research contracts 
valued at over $12 million in 2012–13 (including affi  liated hospitals)  
63 licenses and options to license granted to the private sector from 2010–13, 

for a cumulative total of 165 active licenses  

One of the largest patent portfolios among Canadian universities

22 national and international patents granted to McGill in 2012–13

research funding 2011–12 [including affi liated hospitals*]

outstanding faculty

outstanding research

SOURCE: CAUBO

TOTAL: $483.5 M
  

 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
56.1% �$271 M� 

NOT�FOR�PROFIT 
ORGANIZATIONS

�INCL. FOUNDATIONS� 
12.4% �$59.7 M� 

ENDOWMENT,
 INVESTMENT,
 AND  OTHER
REVENUE

 6.8%
�$33.1 M� 

INTERNATIONAL AND
OTHER GOVERNMENTS

 2.7% �$13.2 M� 

QUEBEC GOVERNMENT
14.4% �$69.8 M� 

BUSINESS AND
 ENTERPRISES
 7.2% �$34.6 M� 

INDIVIDUALS 
0.4% �$2.1 M�

*  Includes the McGill University Health Centre; the Jewish General Hospital 
[Lady Davis Institute]; the Jewish Rehabilitation Hospital; the Shriners Hospital; 
the Douglas Mental Health University Institute; and St. Mary’s Hospital Center. 



HOW DOES DISEASE WORK? For 35 years, McGill University’s NAHUM SONENBERG has 
thought up ingenious ways to tackle that basic question. He’s delved deeply into our DNA to 
learn how molecules make proteins. Controlling that process, he believes, is key to curing 
cancer, diabetes and a host of other conditions. 

RECENTLY, PROF. SONENBERG WAS AWARDED A PRESTIGIOUS 2014 WOLF PRIZE. 
It is the latest recognition of his outstanding career — and shows the crucial role curiosity-driven 
research plays in developing new treatments and improving patients’ lives.

CONGRATULATIONS, PROFESSOR SONENBERG. 
MCGILL IS VERY PROUD OF YOU.

CURIOSITY
SAVES LIVES


